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Ge/Si Quantum Dot Formation from
Non-Uniform Cluster Fluxes
Amanda E. Rider, Igor Levchenko, Kostya Ostrikov,* Michael Keidar
The controlled growth of ultra-small Ge/Si quantum dot (QD) nuclei (�1 nm) suitable for the
synthesis of uniform nanopatterns with high surface coverage, is simulated using atom-only
and size non-uniform cluster fluxes. It is found that seed nuclei of more uniform sizes are
formed when clusters of non-uniform size are
deposited. This counter-intuitive result is explained
via adatom-nanocluster interactions on Si(100)
surfaces. Our results are supported by experimental
data on the geometric characteristics of QD patterns
synthesized by nanocluster deposition. This is
followed by a description of the role of plasmas
as non-uniform cluster sources and the impact on
surface dynamics. The technique challenges con-
ventional growth modes and is promising for deter-
ministic synthesis of nanodot arrays.
Introduction

Semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) have a variety of

applications in a number of different fields including

biomedical engineering, micro- and optoelectronics, quan-

tum computing, data storage, quantum dot cellular auto-

mata, nanoplasmonics and semiconductor lasers.[1,2] There

is a continuing demand for efficient and precise, yet

simple QD depositionmethods that are capable of meeting

the essential requirements for nanodevice-grade QD

patterns,[3,4] which include nanodot ordering and size

uniformity within the pattern, as well as controlled size,

crystallinity, and high surface coverage. Controlled deliv-

ery of building units from the nanofabrication environ-

ment and their self-assembly into surface nanopatterns is
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a commonly accepted and promising pathway to achieve

this as yet elusive goal – specifically, achieving a high and

uniform surface density (approaching one monolayer)

consisting of ultra-small (<10 nm), size-uniform quantum

dots. It presently appears quite challenging, if indeed

possible at all, to direct QD self-assembly, which strongly

depends on the surface energy and the lattice mismatch.

Quantum dot nanopatterns usually develop via an island

nucleation [Volmer-Weber (VW)], or a strain-driven frag-

mentation of a few-monolayer continuous film [Stranski-

Krastanov (SK)] mechanisms.[5] Figure 1 shows the ranges

of non-dimensional surface energy and lattice mismatch

in epitaxial systems where such growth modes prevail.

However, in bothmodes, the controllability of the QD areal

density and uniformity is very limited. In fact, adatom

nucleation in a VW mode produces nanopatterns with a

broad variation in QD sizes, whereas fragmentation of

continuous films into nanoislands in the SK mode is even

less predictable, owing to its strong dependence on the

number of monolayers and other factors. Moreover, it is

still unclear how to grow QDs in lattice-matching systems

with a high surface energy, which favor the layer-by-layer

Frank-van der Merwe (FM) growth scenario (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Ranges of favoured growth mode in terms of non-
dimensional surface energy and lattice mismatch. In this paper
the medium zone (no strong preference to any mode) is simu-
lated.

1 Note we use the term QDN to refer to a cluster of atoms on the
substrate, this is to avoid any confusion between clusters forming
on the surface and the nanoclusters delivered via the NUC and
NUC2 influxes.
Above all, it is still not certain what should be done under

conditions that do not have a strong preference for any

specific growth mode (area in the middle in Figure 1).

One possible way to solve this problem is to create a

pattern of QD nuclei (QDN) suitable for subsequent growth

of the desired QD array. Existing techniques based on

intentional surface defects,[6] would fall short due the need

to decrease the density of surface defects down to a value

of �1010 m�2 or lower.[7] Other techniques such as

nanoporous patterns,[8] or atom-by-atom manipulation

would fail due to insufficient resolution.[9] Another

possibility is to deliver beams of size-uniform seed nuclei,

as it is commonly used in cluster beam deposition

techniques.[10] However, even in this case, the seed sizes

often appear quite non-uniform despite a uniform cluster

delivery. This provokes an obvious question: do the

gas-borne nanoclusters have to be of uniform size? Here,

by means of numerical simulations, we present a counter-

intuitive strategy for creating size-uniform QD nano-

patterns by using fluxes of size-non-uniform clusters. The

size-non-uniform building units then act as seed nuclei for

the construction of the desired QD nanopatterns via

controlled self-assembly. Whilst such cluster distributions

may be generated from a range of sources,[11] utilising

nanocluster-generating plasmas affords a number of

advantages, from increased control of the clusters produc-

tion, to transportation via the plasma sheath to the

deposition surface, not to mention the surface energetic

considerations such as the impact on diffusion rates.[12]

The viability of plasma processing in the fabrication of

nanostructures, protective coatings and a range of bio-

medical applications is therefore evident.[13–18] Low

temperature non equilibrium plasma processing in parti-

cular, is attractive for the fabrication of a wide range of

materials,[17] notably low dimensional nanostructures

such as binary SiC quantum dots.[19] Another prominent

example is the plasma enhanced chemical vapour

deposition (PECVD) of polymer coatings.[20] As mentioned,
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plasmas possess many favourable properties that can be

used to aid and advance nanofabrication efforts; for

example, the wide range of species in a typical plasma

discharge may be exploited as building units (BUs) in

carbon nanotube production.[18]

Our model and numerical details are presented in

Section 2. Section 3 consists of an analysis of our results

and their relation to available experimental results,

followed by an indepth discussion of the role of plasmas

as a non-uniform cluster source, the impact they have on

surface diffusion processes and hence the advantages

inherent in adopting a plasma-based process over a

neutral gas-based route for the production of size uniform

QD patterns.
Model and Computational Method

Model Formulation

We consider Ge/Si QDs, one of the most popular QD

systems[21,22] with a moderate (�4%) lattice mismatch.

This system is commonly grown using a variety of neutral

gas processes such as chemical vapour deposition and

molecular beam epitaxy, and it typically develops via the

SK mechanism, which comes into play after a few mono-

layers have been epitaxially grown.[23] Here we propose an

alternative method wherein size non-uniform nanoclus-

ters are delivered alongside atomic/ionic BUs, which

self-assemble and create the desired QDN1 pattern on a

Si(100) surface. To show this, we simulate and compare the

initial stage of Ge/Si QD pattern formation on the Si

surface exposed to an atom/ion only flux and two different

atom/ion/nanocluster fluxes (Figure 2a), henceforth

referred to as the atom-only route and non-uniform

cluster routes (NUC and NUC2), respectively. The nano-

cluster fluxes considered include clusters of up to 25 atoms.

For the atom-only route, we used a flux absent of any

nanoclusters, whereas for the NUC and NUC2 cases, size

non-uniform nanocluster fluxes as shown in Figure 2b

were used which are typical for the low-temperature

plasmas.[24,25] It should be noted that the species included

in our model for the NUC and NUC2 fluxes were restricted

to atoms, monatomic Ge ions and neutral clusters consist-

ing of one to twenty atoms. We quantify how using a

size-non-uniform cluster influx affects the QDN and we

show the advantages in formation of size-uniform pat-

terns of QDN offered by the non-uniform cluster route. The

QDN pattern formation was simulated separately for the

atom-only, NUC and NUC2 fluxes.
www.plasma-polymers.org 639
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Figure 2. a) Main processes on substrate surface during quantum
dot deposition from atom and nanocluster-containing fluxes; b)
atom-only flux (Distribution 1), nanocluster-containing flux for
NUC2 process (Distribution 2) and nanocluster-containing flux for
NUC process (Distribution 3) used in simulations.
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We have assumed a stress- and defect-free surface. This

is well justified for the moderate lattice mismatch and

very low (�10�4 ML) surface densities considered. The

QDN densities examined here (e.g. a rough estimate for

a QD of approx 10 nm with a spacing of 20 nm between

QDN centres, on a substrate with lattice density

4� 1018 m�2, implies a QD density of 2.5� 1015 m�2)

are significantly higher than the highest surface defect

densities acceptable in microelectronics,[6] which, as we

have stated previously, is �1010 m�2. Given that the

number of islands formed equals the number of defects,

this implies that QD fabrication techniques based on

intentional surface defects will not be capable of produc-

ing the dense QD patterns that we are interested in. Our

model takes the main processes of BU delivery and

consumption on the surface into account.[19,26] Building

units are delivered to the seed formation sites by diffusion

about the surface and are consumed by adatom attach-

ment to the growing seeds. The surface density hi (m
�2)

of QDN consisting of (i) atoms (where i> 1) can be obtained

from:
Plasma

� 2007
@hi
@t

¼ Ci þ _hi:C þ _hi:2D þ _hi:3D; (1)
where @hi
@t is the change in density [m�2 � s�1] of (i)-atom

QDN and Ci is the deposition rate of clusters [m�2 � s�1]
Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 638–647
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consisting of (i) atoms (i> 1),
_hi:C ¼ 2ydhðri�1hi�1 � rihiÞ; (2)
is the rate of density variation of nanoclusters [m�2 � s�1]

consisting of (i) atoms due to adatom collisions with

nanoclusters consisting of (i) and (i-1) atoms,
_hi:2D ¼ hiþ1niþ1niþ1 � hinini; (3)
is the rate of nanocluster density variation due to atom

evaporation to the 2D (surface) vapour from nanoclusters

consisting of (i) and (iþ 1) atoms, and
_hi:3D ¼ phkðr2iþ1hiþ1miþ1 � r2i himiÞ; (4)
is the rate of nanocluster density variation due to the atom

evaporation to the 3D (external) vapour from nanoclusters

consisting of (i) and (iþ 1) atoms. Other variables used in

Equation (2)–(4) are as follows: h is the surface density of

adatoms [m�2 � s�1], yd¼ lS n0 exp(�ed/kT) is the adatom

surface diffusion rate [m � s�1], lS is the lattice parameter

[m] for the silicon substrate, n0¼ 2kT/h is the lattice atom

oscillation frequency [s�1], k is Boltzmann’s constant, h is

Planck’s constant, T is the surface temperature [K], ed is the
surface diffusion activation energy [eV], ri is the radius [m]

of QDN consisting of (i) atoms, ni is the number of atoms at

the border of QDN consisting of (i) atoms, hk¼ 1/lS2 is the

surface density of Si atoms on the substrate surface, ni¼ n0
exp(�eb�i/kT) is the rate of atom evaporation [s�1] to the 2D

(surface) vapour from borders of QDN consisting of (i)

atoms, eb�i is the energy of atom evaporation to the 2D

(surface) vapour from borders of QDN consisting of (i)

atoms, mi¼ n0 exp(�ea�i/kT) is the rate of atom evaporation

to the 3D vapour from surface of QDN consisting of (i)

atoms, and ea�i is the energy of atom evaporation to the 3D

vapour from surface of QDN consisting of (i) atoms.

The balance of adatom density on the solid surface is

described by
@h

@t
¼ P þ Pne � Pe � Pna; (5)
where P is the external flux of atoms [m�2 � s�1] to the

substrate surface,
Pne ¼
X1

2

nihini; (6)
is the flux of atoms evaporating from the QDN borders to

the 2D vapour on the substrate surface,
Pe ¼ h � n0 � expð�"a=kTÞ; (7)
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200700043
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is the flux of adatoms evaporating from the substrate

surface, ea is the energy of Ge adatom evaporation from

the substrate (Si) surface, and
Plasma

� 2007
Pna ¼ 2hyd
X1

i¼2

rihi; (8)
is the flux of adatoms attaching to QDN.

The evaporation energies ea�i, eb�i, and QDN radius ri
depend on the QDN size. We have assumed here that the

quantum dots are hemispherical (this is close to the shapes

observed in experiments[27]), and thus the energies were

calculated by taking into account the number of bonds

between the atoms constituting the QDN. Thus, for Ge

atom evaporation to the 2D vapour we obtain: for i¼ 2,

eb�2¼ eb (1 bond); for i¼ 3, "b�3 ¼ 2eb (2 bonds); for i¼ 4,

eb�4¼ 2eb (2 bonds) etc. approaching eb�i¼½ea�Ge for i¼>1,

where ea�Ge is the energy of atom evaporation from the

surface of bulk Ge. For evaporation from a 2-atom nucleus

to the 3D vapour, a Ge atom should spend the energy eb for
breaking one bond with a Ge atom in addition to the

energy ea for breaking the bond with the surface; we recall

here that the model considers quantum dot nuclei that

consist of a discrete number of atoms and thus exhibit

properties that depend discretely on the size. Therefore, the

energy of Ge atom evaporation to the 3D vapour from the

surface of QDN consisting of (i) atoms is: ea�2¼ ebþ ea for

i¼ 2; similarly, eb�3¼ 2ebþ ea for i¼ 3; ea�4¼ 3eb–ea for i¼ 4;

etc., approaching ea�i¼ ea�Ge for i¼>1, where ea�Ge is the

energy of Ge atom evaporation from the surface. The

number of atoms at the QDN border ni was also

determined by analyzing the QDN geometrical shape:

n2¼ 2, n3¼ 3, n4¼ 4, n5¼ 4, etc., approaching ni¼ 4.83i1/3

for i¼>1.

In simulations, we used the surface diffusion activation

energy ed, evaporation energy ea, and bonding energy eb, as
well as the lattice parameter lS representative of the Ge/

Si(100) system:[28–32] ed¼ 0.67 eV, ea¼ 2.69 eV, eb¼ 1.5 eV,

ea�Ge¼ 3.5 eV, and lS¼ 5.4� 10�10 m. The substrate

temperature was T¼ 600 K, the total QDN surface density

r¼ 0–2� 10�3 monolayers (ML), total external flux of

atoms P¼ 1–10 ML/s, and the mass of nanoclusters

m¼ 72–1800 amu.
Numerical Details

We recall here that our aim is to simulate the very initial

stage of the quantum dot array formation; thus we

integrated the set of Equation (1)–(6) with zero initial

conditions (h¼ 0 and hI¼ 0 at t¼ 0), i.e. we start the

computations with a clean uncoated surface. The simula-

tion domain (substrate surface) was assumed to be

infinite. The simulation process was stopped when the
Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 638–647
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number of atoms in the quantum dot nuclei reached

25–30. At this stage, the initial pattern is formed, the rate

of new QDNs formation decreases significantly, and the

kinetic approach used here for the description of adatom

attachment to the quantum dots becomes inadequate.

Quantum dots consisting of (i) atoms (i> 1) were formed

by adatom attachment to QDs consisting of (i–1) atoms,

adatom evaporation to the 2D and 3D vapours from

(iþ 1)-atom QDs. Recall the formula for diffusion rate,

yd¼ lS � n0 exp(�ed/kT), in particular note the diffusion

activation energy in the exponent. For clusters, the

diffusion activation energy is higher, for example, in the

case of 2-atom clusters – the activation energy is doubled,

this results in a prohibitively low surface diffusion rate

which is further exacerbated for larger clusters. Therefore,

we neglect cluster migration and assume that adatoms are

the only species incident on the substrate with an

appreciable mobility that may add to, evaporate or detach

from QDN. Clusters consisting of two or more atoms are

treated as immobile once they have landed on the

substrate. Attachment of atoms/ions from the BU flux

directly to the QD itself was neglected due to the small

surface coverage considered. Indeed, with the total surface

density of all quantum dot nuclei not exceeding 10�3 ML

and number of atoms in quantum dots of about 25, the

surface coverage by the quantum dot nuclei does not

exceed 10�2, thus providing a low error (1%) due to

neglecting the direct atom attachment. During the

simulation, a variable time step was used, which was

chosen at each step to provide a small enough (not

exceeding 1%) increment of the density of QDNs that

would demonstrate a maximal rate of growth. All time-

dependent material characteristics were recalculated after

each time step. The quantum dot seed distribution

function was calculated at the end of the initial stage of

the simulation process. To explicitly show the advantage

offered by the NUC route over the atom-only route in

generating size-uniform patterns of nanosized quantum

dots, we have conducted (after obtaining the distribution

of the quantum dot nuclei) a further computation

examining quantum dot growth using a standard diffu-

sion model, with the sole aim being to demonstrate how

the difference between the two QDN patterns formed from

these fluxes (atom only and NUC) impacts on the further

evolution of the quantum dot pattern. We did not study

the detailed characteristics of the final quantum dot nuclei

pattern here, and, instead, we have computed only the

distributions of the more evolved quantum dots in fully

developed patterns. The computations were made using a

diffusion model within the ranges of QD surface coverage

up to 0.25 and quantum dot radii 5–10 nm. The model is

based on a standard diffusion equation of adatoms on the

substrate surface.[33] Obtaining the density of adatoms on

a surface from such an equation is straightforward, the
www.plasma-polymers.org 641
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quantum dot growth may then be described using a

standard growth equation.[33] This approach allows us to

model the pattern development to larger (up to several

tens of nm) quantum dots in the adatom-diffusion

approximation. The details of this model are not con-

sidered here and can be found elsewhere.[34,35]
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 for the NUC case.
Results and Discussion

Physical Interpretation

Figure 3a–5a shows the temporal evolution of the surface

densities of adatoms and QDN consisting of 2 to 10 atoms

computed for the atom-only and NUC cases. For the

atom-only process, as observed in Figure 3a, all densities

increase for the first 10 ms, and then tend to saturate.

During the first several ms, smaller QDN have higher

densities, but between 15 and 25 ms, the ordering of

densities gradually changes and becomes inverted: the

QDN consisting of 10 atoms now have the highest

densities, whereas the adatoms and 2-atom QDN have

the lowest. The two most striking observations in the NUC

case (Figure 4a) are the very strong fall of adatom density

and the similar behaviour exhibited by the densities of all

QDN during the first 10 ms. Between 0 and 25 ms, the

difference between the densities of the QDN and adatoms

reaches approximately 2 orders of magnitude. The

temporal evolution of surface densities for the NUC2 case
Figure 3. a) Temporal evolution of QDN surface density in the
atom-only case; b) final QDN distribution function. Large arrow in
a) shows the direction of the QDN mass increase.
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is presented in Figure 5a. The QDN densities rapidly

increase during the first 5 ms, and then tend to saturate at

levels dependant on the number of atoms involved in the

QDN. At the early stage (�5 ms), the density of adatoms

exceeds that of i-atom QDN (i> 1). Thereafter, it decreases

rapidly and becomes lower than anyQDNdensity. It can be
Figure 5. Same as Figure 3 for the NUC2 case.
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observed through Figure 5a that, during the entire period

of simulation, there was an inverse relationship between

the QDN densities and the number of constituent atoms,

i.e., densities of smaller QDN always remained higher.

Corresponding equilibrium QDN distributions (taken at

1 ms) are presented in Figure 3b–5b. The QDN size

distribution taken at equilibrium for the atom-only case is

a uniform function, in which the numbers of the smallest

and largest QDN are approximately equal (Figure 3b).

Figure 4b reveals that the equilibrium distribution

function of QDN deposited from the NUC flux exhibits a

very strong decrease in the density of QDN consisting of

15–20 atoms. The density of QDN of 20 atoms is

approximately 10 times lower than that of QDN consisting

of 2 and 3 atoms, whereas the density of quantum dot

nuclei consisting of 25 atoms and more approaches zero

(Figure 4b). The NUC2 QDN distribution function

(Figure 5b) yields a similar result, albeit with a signifi-

cantly less pronounced decrease, it exhibits a clear

descending shape; the decline is rather strong and covers

approximately one order of magnitude. In fact, the density

of QDNs consisting of 2 and 3 atoms is approximately

double that of 25 atom-nuclei by (�2� 10�4 versus

�1� 10�4 ML). The decrease is observed to be almost a

linear function. The surface coverage in the atom-only

process is lower than both the NUC and NUC2 cases.

Comparison of the distributions of the QDN obtained in

the atom-only (Figure 6a and b) and NUC (Figure 6c and d))

processes evidences a major advantage of the NUC-based

synthesis of a dense QDN pattern suitable for further

growth of the uniform QD array with high surface

coverage. Indeed, by using this process, one can deposit

a high-density seed pattern of small (<15 atoms) QDN

(Figure 6c and d). Further growth of these QDN results in

the formation of a high-surface-coverage pattern of QDs
Figure 6. Size distributions and simulated patterns of quantum
dot nuclei: a, b): deposition from atom only flux; c, d): Deposition
from NUC flux. Substrate wafer dimensions �100 nm� 100 nm.
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of approximately the same size (Figure 6d), note that

Figure 6b and d were both produced using the diffusion

model described in the numerical details section. In

contrast, the atom-only flux grown QDN patterns feature

a large number of QDN consisting of 25 ormore atoms. The

accelerated growth of such large seed nuclei results in a

suppression of the growth of smaller QDN, which are

eventually dissolved via 2D evaporation (a number of

smaller QDN in the process of dissolution via 2D

evaporation can be readily observed in Figure 6b). Thus,

the density of QD patterns formed from an atom-only flux

(Figure 6b) is in fact lower than that formed via the NUC

process.

From the nanofabrication perspective, a dense nano-

pattern of same-size QDNs is an important prerequisite in

obtaining dense arrays of nanodots of the same size; that is

why our aim is to minimize the width of the QDN size

distribution. The result obtained in the atom-only process

is apparently the worst from this point of view. When

using non-uniform clusters, on the other hand, one can

expect a much more uniform QD growth, which will

develop from seed nuclei of more-or-less similar size

(<15 atoms). The abrupt cut-off in the number densities of

large QDN reduces the chances of the growth of over-sized

QDs, thus ensuring a substantial improvement of the

quality of the entire nanopattern.

Remarkably, the QDNdistributions on the surface do not

mirror the BU distributions in the gas phase. Indeed, in the

atom-only process, a narrow building unit distribution

results in a broad spectrumof seed nuclei sizes. Conversely,

broader BU size distributions in the NUC andNUC2 sources

lead to much narrower QDN size distributions on the

surface. We thus arrive to a counter-intuitive conclusion,

namely, that the synthesis of size-uniform QDN nanopat-

terns may not necessarily require an influx of size-uniform

BUs as is commonly believed.

What is also interesting is the difference between the

NUC and NUC2 results. In the NUC2 case, the distribution

contains relatively weaker fluxes of smaller nanoclusters

(consisting of 3–10 atoms) and intense fluxes of atoms/

ions and very small nanoclusters (consisting of 2 and

3 atoms). In the NUC process, mostly small clusters of

2–10 atoms are delivered. Surprisingly, despite the simi-

lar involvement of larger (>10 atoms) nanoclusters

(Figure 2b), the quantum dot nuclei distribution functions

on the surface (Figure 4b and 5b) are quite different.

This difference can be attributed to different kinetic

scenarios of adatom self-organization on the substrate

surface. The NUC2 distribution (Curve 2 in Figure 2b)

provides an increased influx of atoms and ions incident

to the substrate that become adatoms upon landing and

subsequently control the evolution of the QDNDF. In this

case the adatom density is high and larger nanoclusters

deposited directly to the substrate will grow via adatom
www.plasma-polymers.org 643
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incorporation. Furthermore, adatoms re-evaporated from

smaller QDNs to the 2-D vapor can also play a very

important role in the pattern formation. Eventually,

intense adatom-QDN interactions compensate for the

‘pit’ in the NUC2 influx distribution function, and yield a

relatively uniform distribution of the QDNs on the surface.

In the NUC process, however, the density of adatoms on

the surface is much lower. This causes a notable reduction

of the QDN growth rates. Likewise, re-evaporation and

selective attachment of adatoms to different QDN strongly

affect the nanopattern development. As a result, the

originally uniform pattern of quantum dot nuclei is

affected by the retarded growth of larger QDN and evolves

into a pattern with substantially reduced densities of large

seed nuclei. In most existing neutral gas-based techniques

Ge/Si(100) QDs follow the SK growth scenario,[36] which is

very sensitive to the surface state, stresses, and other

conditions. This is why it is nearly impossible to control

the fragmentation of a continuous film, which leads to

ripening of Ge/Si quantum dots – that is, consumption of

smaller QDs in favour of large QD formation. Clearly, as

seen through Figure 4b and 5b, the final QD pattern is

sensitive, not only to the presence of non-uniform clusters

but also to their specific size distribution in the influx.

Here, we have introduced an alternative pathway, where

the density and sizes of the QD seed nuclei can be

controlled by the building unit composition and size

distribution in the NUC flux. A specific recipe is to use a

reduced atom influx to the substrate, thus reducing the

adatom density and hence avoiding uncontrollable

formation of the QDN pattern from diffusing adatoms,

and to have a controllable influx of size-non-uniform

nanoclusters. In this way, one can create an initial pattern

for the deposition of a quantum dot array with the

required surface coverage. Note that in coventional SK

growth, an atom flux is deposited on the substrate, leading

to the formation of a few monolayers. The strain induced

fragmentation of these monolayers (a result of the lattice

mismatch of the system) is what causes the formation of
Table 1. Comparison of calculated and experimental values of diff
nanocluster flux, equivalent film thickness 5 nm.

Parameter

Difference in nanodot size, dmaxSdmin, nm Atom/m

Nanoclu

Surface coverage Atom/m

Nanoclu
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large islands, with further growth via by adatom diffusion.

Themethod examined in this paper differs in that clusters,

as well as atoms/ions are delivered to the deposition

surface; the presence of these clusters act as ‘already

separated film fragments’ effectively frustrating the

strain-induced fragmentation favoured by SK growth. To

estimate the final surface coverage by the quantum dots

grown from the computed QDN pattern, we assumed the

final QD radius of Rn¼ 6 nm, and determined (by

integrating the distribution function) the total density

of all QDN (i.e. QDNs of all sizes) that is equal to �10�3.

Thus, the step between QDN on surface is 15 nm, and the

surface coverage for the final QD pattern reaches

0.5. Hence, if the quantum dots continue to develop

smoothly (without coalescence), the required nanopattern

density and QD size distribution can be achieved

deterministically.
Analysis of Relevant Experimental Data

Strong support for the model and numerical simulations

can be obtained by analyzing available experimental data

on the dependence of islanded film morphology on the

distribution of nanoclusters in the incoming flux. The

experiments convincingly support our most important

finding, namely the counter-intuitive fact that the use of a

NUC flux incorporating larger nanoclusters leads to

formation of denser patterns of the quantum dots of

smaller size. The deposition of antimony films of a

thickness of 1 and 5 nm,[37] as well as 10 nm[38] has

revealed a striking advantage of nanocluster deposition

over atom flux deposition in terms of uniformity of the

fabricated nanopatterns. More importantly, our numerical

results appear to be in a fair agreement with the

experimental findings. This is evidenced by the compar-

ison of the parameters of the quantum dot nanopatterns

derived from numerical simulations in this work with the

relevant experimental data[37] (Table 1).
erence in nanoislands size and in surface coverage for atom and

Value Ref.

olecular flux 70 From Figure 2e, ref. [37]

56 Calculated (this work)

ster flux 5 From Figure 2f, ref. [37]

4 Calculated (this work)

olecular flux 0.15 From Figure 2e, ref. [37]

0.2 Calculated (this work)

ster flux 0.5 From Figure 2f, ref. [37]

0.47 Calculated (this work)
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However, experimental verification of the very initial

stage of QDN pattern development is extremely chal-

lenging. It is worth emphasizing that despite impressive

recent advances in nanofabrication and analytical surface

science/materials science techniques, at this stage an

experimental investigation of the very short transition

processes (up to �25 ms) of our interest here seems to be

quite difficult, if indeed possible at all. The main reason is

the ultra-small (subnanometer) nanocluster sizes studied

and their very short time scales of formation on the

surface. Presently available atomic-resolution analytical

tools of surface science andmaterials science[6] still cannot

meet the strict requirements (e.g., adequate time resolu-

tion to scan sufficiently large surface areas with atomic

(�0.2 nm) precision and vacuum compatibility with

plasma-based and other UHV processes) for time-resolved

in situ measurements of the nanocluster size distributions

computed in this work. Therefore, numerical experiments

still remain the only viable way to investigate the initial

(core structure-determining) stage of self-assembly of Ge/

Si quantum dots on silicon surfaces.
The Role of Plasmas

The possible sources of size non-uniform clusters should be

discussed. There are a number of environments conducive

for preparing clusters – from neutral gases to complex,

reactive plasmas. It is immediately clear from our results

that precise control of cluster size distribution is essential

in the fabrication of nanodevice-grade QDs. In the case

presented in this paper, the most important element is

therefore the ability to precisely tailor the cluster size

distribution and the most promising pathway from this

point of view is the plasma route.

The complex chemistry occuring in a typical plasma

discharge results in the formation of a wide range of

species that can act as potential building units: from

atoms/ions/radicals/molecules to nanoclusters. The amount

of each species produced, however, is largely dependant on

how plasma parameters, such as working pressure,

temperature, degree of ionisation, power, and composition

of the precursor gas feedstocks can be manipulated to

favour certain reactions taking place. Plasmas hold much

promise in that specifically tailoring cluster distributions

for a wide variety of deposition scenarios is not their sole

function, they may also be used in surface preparation

(energetic ions such as Arþ, frequently included in plasma

mixtures are commonly used to activate a deposition

surface, similarly atomic hydrogen, also a common con-

stituent is employed to terminate surface dangling bonds)

in addition to controlling the transport of particles and

clusters via the plasma sheath to the substrate.[3] The

importance of plasmas in the generation and transport

of BUs is clear, however, we are also interested in the
Plasma Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 638–647
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influence plasmas exert on surface reactions. What must

be considered in plasmas particularly, as opposed to

neutral gas cluster sources, is the role of ions. Whilst not

explicitly accounted for in this study (ions are assumed to

become adatoms when they land on our substrate), ions

significantly influence surface dynamics due to their effect

on surface activation energy. The ionic charge usedmay be

chosen such that the surface activation energy is lowered –

making diffusion and associated surface processes increas-

ingly energetically favourable and therefore more likely to

occur.[12] Thus energetic ions can substantially increase

surface reaction rates.[51] Given that surface diffusion is

the dominant formation mechanism at the initial growth

stage, this is very important indeed. In addition, it has been

noted byWegner et al.[11] that a requirement for clusters in

nanostructured films is that they possess sufficient impact

energy to dislodge a surface lattice atom in order to anchor

the incident cluster to the surface. Roca i Cabarrocas

et al.[39] noted that the impact energy of positively charged

ultra-small Si nanoparticles may be controlled by applying

a dc potential drop between the plasma and substrate.

For any technological application, QDs must be able to

be fabricated in a uniform, regular array;[40] therefore

correct placement of QDs is also a concern. An article by

Krinke et al.[41] reveals that the presence of ionized species

(as typically found in a plasma distribution) results in less

agglomeration on the substrate, instead a more random-

ized distribution is obtained – this means less clumping in

particular areas on the substrate. In the fabrication of other

nanostructures, carbon nano-tips for example, the use of

plasmas via PECVD has resulted in significantly better size

and positional uniformity[42–44] than that recorded for the

neutral gas – thermal CVD route. Similarly, it has been

noted that the growth process of carbon nanotubes is

dependant on the residence time of the plasma generated

nanotube seed particles in the preferential growth

region.[45,46] The use of ion fluxes has been noted as a

way to reduce hydrogenation – leading to higher purity

films and nanostructures.[47] Several authors[47–50] exam-

ined the effect of substrate heating by a plasma during

PECVD, it was found that additional external heating was

not required and actually proved detrimental. It was noted

that in general, due to the greater dissociation of the

feedstock gas by plasmas and thus to the greater variety of

species for carbon nanotube growth, the growth tempera-

tures for PECVDwere ultimately lower than those required

for thermal CVD (which employs a neutral gas route).

Substrate temperature impacts on surface reactions,

carbon dissolution and diffusion into metal particles, as

well as playing a role in surface preparation. The lower

growth temperatures employed when using non-thermal

equilibrium plasmas open up the range of substrates that

may be processed, including temperature sensitive mate-

rials such as polymer substrates.[20,51] Clearly, lowered
www.plasma-polymers.org 645
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surface diffusion activation energies and higher substrate

temperatures result in a higher diffusion rate (recall yd¼ lS
n0 exp(�ed/kT)). The use of plasmas, therefore, is not

restricted to the ability to precisely tailor the cluster size

distribution; they are also particularly important in

increasing the rate of surface diffusion, and by extension,

the speed of the nanoassembly process.

The NUC distribution used in this article is very similar

to the nanocluster size distribution representative of

reactive silane plasmas,[25] such plasmas similarly include

predominantly neutral clusters.[52] The NUC2 distribution

is likewise similar to a numerical cluster distribution in

low pressure silane plasmas.[24] Other plasma cluster

sources, besides reactive plasmas (i.e. silane), include

magnetron sputtering,[53] laser vaporization cluster source

(LVCS), pulsed microplasma cluster source (PMCS) and

pulsed arc cluster ion source (PACIS), amongst others.[11]

The wide range of choices reinforces the observation that

plasmas are effective tools for the whole spectrum of

nanofabrication process. We reiterate that an indepth

discussion of species production mechanisms via the

myriad chemical reactions occurring in complex plasma

discharges, and their subsequent modification via manip-

ulation of plasma parameters represents a significant

research effort by itself and as such is beyond the scope of

this article. This article is intended as an exposition of the

advantages inherent in using a non uniform cluster flux

instead of an atom-only flux in the initial stage of QDN, not

an extensive technical description of quantum dot

fabrication at all stages from species generation, to surface

preparation to the final QD product. Our simulation efforts,

in addition to the above discussion, have conclusively

demonstrated that partially ionized low-temperature

non-equilibrium plasmas that can generate suitable

non-uniform cluster distributions can be used to effec-

tively control the nuclei nanopattern development,

ultimately giving rise to size-uniform and dense seed

patterns. Plasmas offer many competitive advantages for

nanofabrication, most notably they may be used in every

step of the nanofabrication process.
Conclusion

In summary, we have reported on a numerical simulation

of Ge/Si quantum dot seed pattern formation from

atom-only and non-uniform cluster fluxes. Our results

demonstrate that the NUC flux provides a very narrow size

distribution function of the quantum dots seed pattern,

with a sharp decrease of the number of QDN consisting of

15 (or more) atoms. In the atom-only process, the seed size

distribution is much wider and the numbers of QDNs

consisting of 2–3 atoms is almost the same as the numbers

of nuclei consisting of 25 atoms. Moreover, our numerical
Plasma Process. Polym. 2007, 4, 638–647
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experiments suggest that the adatom density on the

Si(100) surface in the NUC process can be very low; this

suppresses the unwanted formation of new quantum dots

during the growth process. The calculated parameters of

nanodot patterns have been compared with relevant

experimental data, and a reliable agreement was demon-

strated. Having demonstrated the possibility of forming a

very dense pattern (2� 10�4 ML for smallest QDNs) with

the final QDs coverage of 0.5 from NUCs, compared to

density of 2� 10�5 ML and final coverage of 0.2 for the

atom-only case, we have proposed an alternative QD

nanopattern formation method, which does not involve

the commonly accepted Stranski-Krastanov route and in

addition providesmuch greater process controllability. The

immense potential of plasma processing as a promising

and competitive fabrication environment for quantum dot

arrays has been elucidated via our numerical experiment

and extended discussion, serving both as a source for

non-uniform clusters as well as influencing surface

diffusion rates. Future directions[54–59] include refinement

of this model for later growth stages, and increased focus

on the role of surface charge due to plasmas, not only in the

initial formation of these dots but also in the effect of ions

on the deterministic placement of QDs in the uniform

arrays required for technological applications.
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